
in old brasse pallS 1 hundred [weight] and ahalfe4 0 0 
2 blockes and stooles 2 0 
18 m1wrought skellets JO 0 
in copper wrought and unwrought 2 hundred 
waight 13 0 0 
5 pot pans l O 0 
I copper platteringe pot and 1 tine 4 6 
in ll'arminge pans 3 0 0 
6 brasse liya11 pans and 2 cast skumers JO 0 
iron fryan pans I IO 0 
15 skellets and frames I JO 0 
8 sause pam.·s 
in ladles and skumers and slises 
in brasse candlestikes 
elm/in dishes 
in ketles 
potts mortars and milne brasse 
iron poues 
battery ketles 
i11 old pewter 
i11 old chamber potts 
i11 hollow wares 
in dishes in the shop 
.'J pare of andirons 
in old wyers and old iron 
111 the warehouse 
• ? dosen of ladles 
wmwinge pan covers and bot/10111s 
clwmber potts 
in hollow ware 3 hum/red waight 
in sc1dw;1re 3 lwndrecl waight 
in plaits and bassons 
old pewter I hundred [weight] and ahalfe 
i11 linings[?] 
in che shope booke [debts owing] 
l hundred waight of ould pots 
In the fornace 
I scone of old iro11 

JO 0 
2 0 0 

216 0 

5 0 

40 0 0 

WO 0 
16 0 

3 0 0 

4 0 0 

l O 0 
20 0 0 

_!J.fj O 0
12 0 

13 4 

1 JO 0 
210 0 

2 16 0 

15 0 0 

15 0 0 

4 0 0 

6 0 0 

3 5 0 

2014 3 

2 0 0 

I 2' 

As well as the furnace, Plummer was equipped with 
tools for hammering, turning and finishing, but at 

the time of his death possessed no moulds. 
Certainly, there were moulds in 17th century 
Grantham ">, and it is possible that he was able to 
hire or share these locally. Alternatively, he may 
have bought in some or all of his pewter from 
Lincoln. 

Plummer seems to have had no surviving offspring 
and wrote a simple will at the end of 1668, a month 
before his death.°' In it he bequeathed his whole 
estate to his wile Jane, 'except, item, I give umo 
joh11 Plummer so1111 of Francis Plummer, when my 
wife gfres o\'er the trade or marryes, all the working 
too/es that be/011geth to my slwpp greate a11d small'. 
In the event, the young John was to receive the tools 
sooner rather than later since four months after 
Plummer's death his widow Jane did re-marry and 
became the wile of the Lincoln pewterer John 
Robinson, who had been a searcher of pewter in 
Lincoln in 1658. The speed with which this 
marriage was arranged suggests that Robinson 
already knew the family well, and it is possible that 
he himself had been a supplier of pewter to the 
Grantham business . 
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A RE-ASSESSMENT OF 'SPRAY BALUSTER MEASURES 

by John Douglas 

This group of rare measures has been re-examined 
in depth in an attempt to relate them to other 
measures, both lidded and lidless. In the process 
their various features have been critically studied 
and previous deductions reassessed (Holt, 1979, 
Douglas, 1980 and 82, Myrtle, 1983). 

Twelve examples have been noted over the years 
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and nine of them have been inspected again in 
detail. Unfortunately the current whereabouts of 
the other three are now unknown but luckily some 
of their details had been recorded previously. A 
photograph of the seven which were brought to the 
2002 Autumn Meeting of the Society appeared in 
the Newsletter P.S. News. 2002). The five pint-sized 
Sprays present are shown in Figure 32. 



Figure 32. The fi,,e iJini · Sprays broiwlu ro i/11: Aut1111111
2002 meeling. 

0 

The objeclives or this study were to delermine (i) 
when, where and by whom the measures were 
made, (ii) the range or sizes made and to which 
standards they conform and (iii) how they relate to 
other styles or measures. 

Before ad_dressing these questions, the physical
features of lhe measures were examined and lheir 
idiosyncrasies identified. Additionally, to find out 
when and where Spray measures were made the 
makers' marks. all)' inscriptions or dates and where 
individual measures first came to lirrht were 
analysed. Finally the Sprays were comp�n:d wiL11 
other styles, both lidded and lidless, which have 
been found in similar and adjacent locations. 

EXAMINATION Of THE FEATURES 

Thumb-piece 

The elegantly simple thumb-rest had various names 
such as plume (M ynle 1983), splash (P.S. Cat. 
1969), splayed (Mynle 1983), splayed feather 
(Myrtle 1983) and sprayed (P.S. Cat. l 962) befr>re it 
was called a Spray (Peal, 1971) by Chris Peal. Its 

Figw:e 33 a-c. �rlw111�-piece dernils showing (a) thnmb
resr forward of the /1111gc. (b) ricf,re bclwecn the th11111b
rest _and hinge Ing seen 011 most 

0

Sprays and (c) gro01·es 
bebmd rhe thumb-rest par:illcl LO t.lie hinge pin 011 the \I
& .,-1 quan. 

·11 

auachmem to the lid in front of the thumb-rest 
resemble� a series of' layered triangles and is similar 
lO that found on bud baluster measures. One 
difference from other lhumb-pieces on balusters is 
that the thumb-rest meets Lhe lid forward of the 
l:inge .lugs as on tankards and flagons rather than in 
li�1e with the lugs as on other lidded measures (sec 
Figure 33(a).). Perhaps the thumb-pieces were 
originally intended for use on flaaons or !avers or a 
type of whi:h t.h�rc ar� no known sun·i,·ing 
examples. 1 here 1s a ridge on the connection 
between the thumb-rest and the hinae lua in line 
with the lug on all except one measu�e (se� Figure 
33(b).). The exception is the quart in the V & A 
Museum where the ridge is absent but there arc Lwo 
ir�cised lines which are parallel to the hinge pin (sec 
figure 33(c).). These grooves are unusual on 
ta�1karc� thum�J-picces blll they do occur on a group 
of flat lids_ which have a bombe thumb-piece and a
handle with a scrolled terminal and which arc 
thought to have been made in Wigan by 
Christopher Baldwin<ll. 

Finall): all the thumb-pieces, except that on the 
quart 111 the V &/\, arc the same size, show the same 
asymmetry on the l'ronts and have the same castina 
0a,�s on Lhe backs (sec Figure 34(a). and (b).). Thi� 
1ndteates that they were cast from the same mould 
which in turn indicates that the manufacture of' the 
11!easures was confi_ned to a small region in which
either the thumb-piece moulds \\·ere shared ur the 
pewterers bought-in lhumb-pieces from the same 
producer. 

Figure 34. Two thl/lnb-pieces showing (a) t/11;: same
,1sp11111etrr on the fronts and (b) che same ec1sti11(r flaws

on the backs. 
0 



In addition LO the eponymous thumb-piece another 
distinguishing feature of these measures is the 
characteristic outline of the body. They all have a 
low belly and the larger ones.are slim, some being 
\·eq· slim. There are at least two variants of the 
basic profile. One variant has an almost straight 
waist (figures 35. upper and lower left), whereas 
the other is more curvy (Figures 35. upper and 
lower right). A characteristic of the former profile is 
the sharper change of contour at the junction of the 
collar and the body, which can be clearly seen in 
figure 35. upper left. 

a. 

b. 

Figure 35 a-cl. Body shapes (a) 'pim' Sprars ll'i1h 
·s1raight· and 'cunJ'' waists (b) quart Spr,1ys wi1h 
·s1raigh1' and ·cuny' ll'aists. 
-U1e lower lefl phow is shown by courtesy ofrhe Board or
Trustees oflhc \licwria and .4./bert Museum.

Although all thumb-pieces, except one, were cast 
from the same mould, at least three difTerent sets ol' 
moulds were used for 'pint' bodies and two sets for 
' quarc' bodies. In general, the bodies were 
decorated with pairs of incised lines. The bases are 
higher than might be expected, approx. 'h", and 
often have been bumped up to reduce the volume. 
This can be seen in Figure 36. and also that the 
walls are usually quite thick, resulting in a heavy 
measure. 

Figure .'Ju. Tiu: bases or ;1 ·srraighr ·waisted and a 'cuny' 
waister! pi111 Spray. 

Handle 

Handles on Sprays resemble those on Scottish 
baluster measures as can be seen in Figure 35(a). 
There is a 'long st ra(!Jhl · at the top which sometimes 
tips up away li·om the body and then has a fairly 
tight curve ending with a very simple terminal. 
Unlike Scottish handles however there is no 
cylindrical strut at tile lower attachment to the 
body. Another quirk is that the handles were often 
auached skew with a small anti-clockwise twist as 
seen in Figure 37. Myrtle (Mynle 1983) said that 
some were cast in position and others soldered but 
in my opinion they were all soldered. 

Figure .'17. A 1ypically skcll' auachmenr o(a handle. 

The flat lids also have a Scottish feature, that of 
having a cast circular flange on the underside. 
However its profile is dilkrenl. On Scouish lids 
both sides of the ring arc at right-angles to the plane 
or the lid, whereas on Sprays the outer edge slopes 



producing a V-shape profile (see Figure 38.). A 
similar flange occurs on some English hammerhead 
measures. The purpose of this ring is unclear. It is 
obviously not to reduce the wobble ol' the lid as its 
diameter is often considerably less than the internal 
diameter ol' the measure. This is especially true on 
quarts. On two pims and a quart bearing the same 
wuchmark (seen in Figure 38.), the diameters or the 
flanges are the same even though the diamc1c:rs of 
the lids are different, resulting in a neat lit on 1hc 
pints and a very sloppy one on the quart. One 
theory is that the llangc was there to aid gripping 
the lid during turning on a lathe''' 

ft 

d 

• Scottish flange

Spray flange 

Figure 38. Undersides o(tll'V lids shull'ing the fl:tng<"s. 

Capacitv 

Sprays have been found in only two basic sizes 'pint' 
and ' quart' but there is considerable variation in 1hc 
actual capacities. It can be seen in Table I l hat I he 
capacities of' the seven known pint measures foll i1110 
the following �� groups: 

(a) approx. 15.0 II oz corresponding to Scottish
Sterling capacity.

(b) 15.9 to 16.5 fl oz corresponding to 1/s'1' :-\ncient
Guild Hall gallon

(c) 20.2 fl oz corresponding to Old English ,\le Pini

The Queen Anne wine gallon or 1706/7 is 
equivalent to a pi11t or 16.7 fl oz whereas i1s 
predecessor, the Ancient Guild Hall Gallo11, was 
equivalent to a pinL of 16.1 fl oz. 

Thus the second group conforms to the pre 1706 
Q.A. Wine Standard. The ale pint Spray (Myrtle 
1966), ,\·hich has lost its lid but luckily not its 

thumb-piece, has a very slim body with a typical low 
belly. 

The capacities or the quarts all more or Jess conform 
to the Ancient Guildhall Gallon. 

OTHER EV lDENCE 

Inscriptions 

The measure seen in figure 39. used 10 be in 
Townend, a >lational Trust house at Trou1bcck 
near Windermere until it was stolen in the I 970s 
along with some other pewter. On the ha11dlc is the 

ownership triad 13 B E and the date 1704. 
Townend was in the ownership of the Browne 
family for over 300 years and in the reign or Quee11 
Anne it was owned by Benjamin and Elizabeth 
Browne (Holt, 1979). This measure thus provides 
important evidence that a Spray baluster measure 
was in use at Trou1bcck in L 704. 

Figure !19. The pint 
Spray formerly at 
To11111e11d. Troutbeck 
beariug the toucbmark 
of' 'I f-1' wirhin a heart 
011 the lid and B H 
t:· and 170'1 011 the 
handle. 11ie bogus 
arms ll'Crc added bra 
cfc:: ce11dc111 
of'He11j;111in and 
Dizabeth Bro,rne i11 
the J[Jh cenru1;-
(Hoft, 1979). 

Where found 

Where measures lirst came to light gi,·cs an 
indication of whne they were used and hence 
where they might have been made. The map 
(Figure 40.) shows 1hese locations, where known. 
This clistribu1.io11 points to an origin in the 
Lancashire - Yorkshire area, possibly Liverpool, 
Wigan or York. 13111 it is more likely to have bee11 in 
Lancashire. 

Makers' marks 

Touchmarks arc an obvious further source for clues 
of origin. Luckily five or the measures have clearlr 

Luckily it was recovered in 2016
and is now back at Townend.



visible marks. Having established that all the 
makers would have been working within a small 
area, l looked for an area where there was a match 
for all the initials found on the marks. 

Three of the measures, shown in Figure 41 ., all bear 
the mark or 'AB' over a bird within a 'scalloped 
circle. 

Figure: ·I I. Three Sprays, two pims and one quart, all 
ll'ith the rouc/111wrk or AIJ above a bird in a secdloped 
circle 011 the lid. 
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The Townend measure had a clear mark of' IH' 
within a heart on the lid. This mark has been seen 
on a number or objects in Lhe Lake District m. ln fact 
there was also a slim ball & bar baluster measure of 
1/.1 mutchkin capacity bearing this same mark on
display in Tow11end befr>rc the thel"t! 

I checked with lists or makers from Wigan, 
Liverpool and Yo,·k and found thaL Wigan was the 
only centre where makers could be found to fit all 
initials in the right period. The possibilities are 
shown in Table 2. 

Couerell (OP 222a) attributed ll1e mark or '.AB' 
above a bird in a 'plain· circle Lo Adam Bankes of 
l\1 lilngate, Wigan. [t is possible that the two variants 
of this mark. bounded by either a plain or a 
scalloped circle, could thus be those of father and 
son, Adam Bankes 111 (0. 1671-170!>) and Adam 
Bankes l V (fl 1704- 16). 

Where, when and by whom the measures were 
made has thus been established as well as Lhe sizes 
and the standards LO which they conformed, but 
how do they fit into the general pattern of 
measures? 

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER MEASURES 

Myrtle (Myrtle 1983) said A study of the few 
available examples or this rare type or balusler 
measure seems w indicate thal iL is a hybrid type 
with no place in the fairly well ordered 
development or English baluslers from the J (}" to

t.he 19'" century. Nor docs it who/I)' Ht into the
family of Inter Scottish balusters with bnll and ba1�
spade and shell thumb-pieces.'

In an aLtempL to find a pauern, the study was 
extended to include other measures with similar 
body profiles whether lidded or not.. 

Other Lidded measures 

(a) Hammerheads in Cumbria

There is a group of four low-belly balusters wiLh 
hammerhead thumb-pieces all belonging to 
churches in the Penrith /Carlisle area. Three or 
them have been described and illustrated by 
Michael Finlay (Finlay 1985) but the fourth, which 
is unmarked, has only recently come to light. Apart 
from the thumb-pieces, Lhe similarity with 'Sprays' 
is very striking. The three which have previously 
been described (Finlay 1985) all have Llie mark 'JG' 
on the lid, which has been aLtributed to John Grave 



ofPenrith,who dicd in 1717. One orthem is shown 
in Figure 42. Not only are the bodies similar 10 
those of' Spray balusters but the lids, 011 the 1.wo 
which l have examined, also have cast flanges on 
the underside. The existence of these measures in 
these churches indicares that the popularity of' this 
body style extended much further north than 
Wigan at the start of' the eighteenth cemury. 

Figure 42.
A hammerhead 
measure at Scal<:by 
Church 11•ith 111;,111· 

Spray characrc:ris;ics. 

(b) Slim ball & bars.

One of the hammerheads by John Grave (Finlay 
1985) bas a slimmer body and a cylindrical stnll at 
the lower handle attachrnent. which is typical or late 
hammerheads. It is in fact very similar in profile to 
a group of slim ball and bar baluster measures 
'"hich all have V-shape llanges on the underside of 
the lid (Douglas, 1980). Ther are found in 'h. 1/i 
and 1/s 111111chkin sizes. One or them has the mark 
of ''FL· in a heart on the lid, probably Thomas 
Leatherbarrow I of' \Vigan and at least three bear 
the mark of''/ H' in a heart on the lid incl11ding the 
one which was stolen frorn Townend along with the 
Spray bearing the same mark. These measures arc 
thw; comemporary with Sprays but are in smaller 
capacities conforming lO Sterling standard. 

Figure ./3. A 
quart bud by 
William Bankes 
\I and a quart 
Spray by 'JUJ ·. 
(probably 
Roberr Bankes 
JV or\!). 

(<..,) William /Jankcs· buds 

On the lef't in Figure 43. is a wine quart bud balusLer 
made by William Bankes V, (fl. I 691- d. l 725). NexL 
to it is the quan Spray by 'RB' (possibly Robert 
Bankes IV d. 1722 or Robert Bankes V ll.1722-
1726), which was once owned by Michaelis. A 
careful comparison of' the dimensions, allowing for 
the photos being taken from different angles and 
that the base of' the bud is not visible, indicates that 
the two measures could have come from llie same 
or very similar moulds. 

My hypOlhesis is that in Wigan the Spray thumb
piece was a short lived pre-cursor of the bud thumb
piece which evolved between hammerhead and 
normal bud thumb-pieces. Allhough the 
photographic evidence of' Figure 43. doesn't prove 
the hypothesis at least it doesn't contradict it. 

It is known that in London some makers or bud 
baluster measures made the smallest size in the 
range (half gill) with a ball & wedge thumb-piece. It 
seems possible that in Wigan there could also have 
been a range of measures with a mixture of' thumb
pieces - the ·quart· and JJiJJL' having Spray thumb
P!eces and the smaller sizes ball and bar thu111b
p1eces. 

So 1 suggest that in Wigan in the early 18'" century, 
the series of' measures was 'quart' and pim' (01· 
chopin and mutchkin) with Spray thumb-pic::ccs 
followed by ball and bar thumb-pieces on the 
smaller sizes. 

Lidless measures 

A few lidless baluster measures are known which 
have low bellies, and roughly the same body 
contours as Sprays. They are lound with three 
different handle t.ypes: (i) a single curve wit.h ball 
terminal, (ii) an early form of double-curve with 
fishtail terminal and (iii) a single curve with flush 
terminal. The live examples kno\\'n to the author 
are shown in Figure 44. The double curve handle 
wid1 the (ishtail terminal on the extreme left or this 
photo is identical Lo die handle on a high-band 11111g 
which has other \Vigan characteristics and was 
discovered in t.he Lake District. 

Figure ./4. Fin: lidless low-belly ba/us1er measures. 



(i} Capacities 

Table 3 shows thal Lhe capacities of 'Lidless Spraxs' 
again fall into 3 groups: approx. 15 fl oz, 16.5 -
17.0 fl oz and 19 fl oz. which again correspond to 
Scottish Stirling, Old English Wine and 
approximately Old English Ale standards. However 
in the case of· lidless· measures Lhe Wine Standard 
is that or Queen Anne whereas for the 'Sprays' it is 
that or the earlier Ancient Guildhall standard! 
This indicates later 111an11facture of the lidless 
measures. 

(ii) Bod)' Contours

Figure -15. A Spray and ii lidless low-belly baluster 
measu n· bor I, wit I, "st r:1igl11" waists. 

It can be seen in Figure 45. thm l11e bodies of the 
;straighter' Sprays and the lidless version with a ball
terminal handle, second rrom the lcJl in Figure 44., 
are virtually identical. They have the same contour, 
including t.he same sharp change al the collar, and 
the same dimensions, including the height: of the 
bases. It is therefore not surprising that the 
capacities are almost identical being 15.l & 15.0 
fl oz respeClively, which corresponds Lo Scottish 
Stirling standard. The two bodies could easily have 
come from the same mould. 

figure 46. shows an example of a more curvy pint 
Spray wgether with another lidless measure with a 

Figure 46. A Sprar and two lidless low-belly balusrer 
measures with 'curvy' waists. 

ball terminal handle and the one with the double
curved handle and fishtail Lcrminal. Again the body 
proGles and dimensions of this Spray and the 
'fishcail'are very similar. The capacities are slightly 
diflerent because the base of Lhe Spray has been 
knocked up. All t.hree arc clearly related. 

As with Spray balusters, Lhe lidless measures with a 
straighter body are or Stirling capacity whereas 
those with a more curvy body arc or wine standard. 

Like the Spray measures the bases are high, approx. 
1/'!.'', with the exception of one which has a capaciL)'
of just less rhan an ale pinL (second from lefi. in 
Figure 44.), where the height is only 1/11J". figure 47. 

shows the bases of three or the lidless Sprays. On 
the lert is the ale pint, in the ccmre is the 15.0 n oz 
measure (left or cemre in Figure 44.) and on the 
right is the 17 .0 11 oz measure with the flush handle 
terminal which has much thinner walls and is 
therefore noticeably lighter and was made later in 
the century. 

Figure 47. Bases oFtlm:c lidless low-belly balusters of'a/e 
pim, ]5.0 f/ OZ, and /7.0 fl 07. Cilj)ilcily 

SUMMAJ�Y OF CONCLUSIONS AND 
HYPOTHESES 

Baluster measures with Spray thumb-pieces were 
made in Wigan at the t.urn of the l 7'h and 18'1' 
cenr.uries in 'pim' and ·quart' sizes only. All the 
thumb-pieces, with only one known exception, were 
cast in the same mould. Measures or smaller 
capacities of Sterling standard were made 
concurrently with slight!)' slimmer bodies but with 
ball and bar thumb-pieces. A small group of 
measures of 'quart' capaciL)' with roughly the same 
shape bodies but with hammerhead thumb-pieces 
are known, which were made coevally by John 
Grave of Penrith. This same low-belly baluster 
shape conr.inued to be used for some time on lidless 
measures in the north west or England. The lidless 
wine measures conformed to the Queen Anne 
standard of 1707, whereas those with Spray thumb
pieces conformed to the earlier Ancient Guildhall 
standard. 
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C:\P/\CITIES OF SPRAY BALUSTER MEASURES 

·1•i111s·

·Q11ans· 

!dent ilical io11 

Lamb, ex Allen collection 
Nat.Trust. Tml'llend 

Robert� 
Douglas. ex I !oh collection 
\\'.C. of I' .. ex Peal collenion 
Little 

An Gallery of N.S.\\I. 

V&i\ (ex Crof't Lyons coin.) 
Little 
Ex K ydd collect ion 
Chap111a11 
Ex �lichaclis collection 

.\ote 

Capacity 

15.1 II oz 
16,5  fl oz 

15.9 fl oz 
16.011oz 
I (i. I fl oz 
16.5 fl oz 

20.2 fl ()l 

:11.:j II m. 
31.5 II oz 
32.0 11 m.* 
,12.8 II oz• 

* Capacity 1101 rechecked as current whcrcabon1s
1111k11own!

TOUCH MARKS ON Sl'Rt\YS AND POSSIBLE MAKERS 

RB 

M/\RI< 

John I larvcy 11, Wigan, 
John I lardman, Wigan, 

:\dam Bankes 111, Wigan. 
:\dam B:111kc� IV. Wigan, 

Possible MAKER 

11 1688-<l. l 72:I 
II 169,1-d.1743 

111671-1705 
fl 1704-1716 

Robert Bankes IV, Wigan, d.1722 
Rohen Bankes V, Wigan, fl 1722-I nG 
Roger Browne 11, Wigan, fl 1673-d. I 72'.I 

Ralph .Jolie)' I, Wigan, 
Ralph .Jolley I I ,  Wigan, 

oc. 167·1 
II 1700-d. I 762 

CAl'AClTI ES OF LIDLESS "SPRA l "S'' 

lDENTIFIC,\TION 

Ball !enninal, reeded body 
Ball terminal, 'plain' body 

Double curYcd handle 
Flush terminal 
Ball terminal 

CAPACITY 

14.8 fl m. 
1:i.O fl oz 

16.511 oz 
17.0 11 oz 
19.0 II 01. 




